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my raw chicken be stored in a chest, on a bed, in a footlocker
without changing the flavor? I have a Chestnut Hill Farms raw
chicken that smells delicious, and I'd like to give my friend a

small portion to try. I'd rather not pay a truck driver to take it to
her, and I figured it would be better if it could be stored in a

chest, on a bed, in a footlocker rather than a truck. I don't know
if it matters, but the dates on the packaging are 7/12/2012 and

11/13/2012, and I know that dates only tell you when the
product was processed or packed, not when the product was

shipped out. Are these the packaging quantities, or the shipping
quantities? I just want to know if the product should be stored

in a chest, on a bed, in a footlocker. A: According to the USDA
"official" guidelines for food storage (if you're referring to the

freezer section here), food should be stored in the coldest
accessible part of the freezer that's not already occupied by
frozen foods, and in a tightly sealed plastic freezer bag. No

chest, no footlocker. Something else to consider is that if your
chicken is frozen, thawing that chicken's contents can

negatively affect the flavor of the food. This is especially true
with raw meats, since some bacteria can survive freezing better
than others. If the food is going to be refrigerated when not in
use, try to allow it to thaw at room temperature before serving,

to avoid transferring bacteria from the fridge to the dish.
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haemoglobinuria. A 78-year-old man had haemoptysis of
several hundred millilitres over a period of about two weeks.
The bleeding was massive, but no source could be found on

endoscopic or chest-x-ray examination. We initially considered
possible bronchial malignancy, until we found that the patient
had a history of paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH)
and, furthermore, there were PNH red blood cells in peripheral

blood smears. The severe and massive haemoptysis clearly
pointed to PNH.Furious, SF
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